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I. Executive Summary
This assessment is the result of 10 weeks of inspections, interviews,
train rides and data analysis. I am pleased to report that in my assessment the
LIRR is in good to excellent physical condition and its customer service much
improved from earlier experience. The management team seems to be rejuvenated.
The employees with whom I spent time were motivated with generally very good
morale. There was an attention to the customer, on board trains and at stations,
that was lacking a few years ago. The cleanliness of equipment and stations was
notable. The timeliness and accuracy of customer information on board trains and
at stations was also very good.
The infrastructure of the railroad is probably in better condition now
than ever in its history, except for the signal system, major structures, such as
viaducts and tunnels, and many stations. Several of these exceptions are slated for
rehabilitation in ongoing projects, or future capital programs.
The revenue vehicle fleet of the railroad has reached an entirely new
level of reliability with the M7 fleet filled out. In terms of customer amenities and
operating reliability, the M7 represents an epochal event in the history of both LIRR
and MNR. On the other hand, the diesel locomotive fleet is performing well below
acceptable levels with little improvement guaranteed. The fate of this locomotive
fleet may soon be an immediate issue for the railroad’s management.
In reviewing the operating budgets for 2006 and 2007, I find the
allocations between departments, and between service delivery (operations) and
administration, in line with other railroads, both public sector and private Class I’s.
With the eventual advent of East Side Access, and its related system
improvements, and the impending developments over West Side Yard, Flatbush
Avenue and Penn Station, the railroad is in for a very eventful next few years, which
will severely test its ability to conceive, plan and execute a large array of operating
and service changes and improvements. The challenge today is to thoughtfully plan
and sequence all of the events and milestones that must occur to implement the full
program.
I believe the railroad is up to the task and ready to respond to strong,
focused senior leadership.
Presented on the following pages is my assessment.
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II. Infrastructure – Engineering
1. Track Structure
a. Rail. The main tracks on the LIRR are generally in very good
condition. According to LIRR records, 565 miles of mainline track is laid with
continuous welded rail. The sections I inspected closely have several years of rail
life remaining. The rail program going forward calls for 136# rail replacing the
existing 119#. This is a national trend and standard and should be maintained. The
MW department is changing out “curveworn” rail where necessary on an
apparently regular basis. Overall, the rail condition is very good.
b. Cross Ties. The railroad has about 185,000 concrete ties installed,
covering 70 miles or 12% of mainline trackage. The concrete tie program is an
essential element of good, modern track rehabilitation and should be supported and
financed on at least a biannual basis with a substantial installation program every
couple of years. The less heavily used segments of the railroad, i.e., Ronkonkoma to
Greenport, Speonk to Montauk, Far Rockaway branch, and West Hempstead
branch, can certainly be excluded from the program for years, given traffic volume
projections. Annual track maintenance expense is historically reduced with the use
of concrete ties, which have a life expectancy of 50 years or more.
According to the railroad’s own record, there remain about 1.9 million
wood cross ties in track. Using the generally accepted average life of 30 years for a
wood tie, that equates to an annual replacement program of about 63,000 ties.
LIRR has seldom attained that number even before the use of concrete ties (Note
Exhibit 1, page 3). Exhibit 1 indicates that the railroad has seldom, if ever, been in
a state of good repair regarding wood ties, per generally accepted cycle tie
replacement standards. It shows a period of heavy installation during the years
19051931, followed by a 13year period of reduced cross tie renewal. From 1944 to
1952 some cyclic catch up is evident. From 1953 until 1977, however, a 24 year
span, the railroad’s tie renewal programs were well short of what was required to
maintain a state of good repair. While there was some catch up between 1978 and
1981, probably rehabilitating the worst stretches that hadn’t seen a tie renewal
program since the early 1930’s, the program then went into a partially deferred
state right up to the present. This year’s tie program is on target at 64,000 but the
tracks being retied are at least one replacement cycle behind (56 years). It must be
noted, however, that cross tie life on a passenger railroad such as the LIRR can be
substantially longer because of the light tonnage loads the track carries. The
systemwide installation of continuous welded rail is also an important, proven
factor in extending wood tie life.
I would certainly recommend that a wood tie replacement program of
5060,000 per year be funded for the next few years, along with the resumption of a
concrete tie program.
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Exhibit 1
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c. Ballast.
The ballast section across the railroad is very good, with
few exceptions, and meets FRA requirements for continuous welded rail track.
d. Vegetation Control.
The two principal problems with ROW
maintenance on the LIRR today are overgrown vegetation and serious drainage
issues.
The vegetation problem is allpervasive and exists on all lines.
Clearly, the railroad has gone many years without an adequate vegetation control
program. The major problem is the growth under, over and through the railroad
pole line which carries the nerve network of the railroad – communication, signal
power and signal control lines.
Therefore, any routine maintenance or
troubleshooting activity is severely impeded. In addition, in heavy winter weather
with ice and/or heavy wet snow, the weight can bring down a pole line, in total or in
part, totally disabling control of the railroad over the involved segment. Downed
trees that obstruct the passage of trains are another result from encroaching
vegetation. These incidents are up 25% over the past 5 years.
Another operating problem caused by overgrown vegetation is the
obscuring of wayside signals and fixed roadway signs such as whistle posts and civil
speed restrictions. With more young, inexperienced train engineers entering the
work force, it is important that all wayside signs, which are reminders, as well as
signals, be in the clear with the longest possible preview for train engineers.
An aggressive brush cutting and vegetation control program is
essential over the next 2 to 3 years just to reverse the many years of neglect and
return to a state where an annual program will maintain vegetation control. The
LIRR has 400 miles of pole lines. MW believes a seven (7) year cycle is required to
control vegetation growth. That amounts to 57 miles per year. This is an acceptable
standard and goal which deserves corporate support.
The rapidly increasing costs of outside contractors over the past
several years has resulted in far fewer miles being cut since the annual budget
allocation has been fixed at $500,000. This is clearly a multimillion dollar
maintenance requirement over the next couple of years. The company should
review the economics of using inhouse forces versus outside contractors.
e. Drainage.
The drainage problems are location specific and well
known to the track department. Unfortunately, the worst cases are on the heavily
used mainline between New Hyde Park and Hicksville. Every single station in this
segment has serious, systemic drainage issues. The track department has found
several temporary solutions and cleaned up these locations fairly well, but
permanent solutions should be sought so that an emergency response after each
heavy rainstorm is not required. Finding ways to tap into local storm sewer lines
and a greater use of catch basins, perforated pipes, etc. could go a long way in
addressing these troublesome locations. As the old adage claims, “the first three
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rules of good track maintenance are drainage, drainage and drainage.” It is neither
romantic nor high tech, but absolutely essential. The railroad has a lot of work to
do here.
f. Track Surface.
The running surface of the mainlines is generally
very good. The main exceptions are, as on every railroad, where there is poor
drainage conditions leading to “mud” spots and “pumping” rail (with or without
joints) and turnouts. The interlockings and other main track turnouts of the LIRR
do require more frequent surfacing with mechanized equipment. These locations
are the roughest ride points on the railroad. I would recommend an enhanced
annual turnout surfacing program to maintain acceptable maintenance standards
as well as a smoother ride for the customer. The acquisition of another mainline
switch tamper might be necessary to accomplish this.
It is noteworthy, in view of the above comments and exceptions, that
the railroad “rides” quite well even over segments that are not in acceptable “cycle”
maintenance status. The only significant exceptions I find to ride quality, other
than the interlockings, are the Atlantic Branch, between Flatbush Avenue and
Nostrand Avenue, and on the Amityville, Copiague, Lindenhurst viaduct on the
Montauk Branch, which is in the present Capital Program.
g. ROW Housekeeping.
Most of the LIRR rightofway is quite
clean. The production gangs on the railroad do an excellent job of cleaning up their
work sites at the completion of each job. The most unsightly parts of the railroad
are right in Jamaica itself, around Jay, Hall and Dunton Interlockings, the Port
Washington Branch and the Lower Montauk Branch. While the Lower Montauk is
primarily nonrailroad garbage, the debris around Jamaica is railroad related and a
good, general clean up would certainly improve the railroad’s public image from the
perspective of the company’s own customers.
h. Staffing & Equipment.
The track department is in adequate shape
with regards to ontrack and offtrack equipment. The replacement program for
equipment reaching the end of its useful life is on target according to the Chief
Engineer. The MW equipment maintenance facility at Hillside is an outmoded and
inadequate shop and, considering the amount and variety of maintenance
equipment they maintain, the staff is doing a great deal with very little.
A new facility is 100% designed, waiting for funding. The estimated
cost is now $13 million according to program budgeters, with only $8 million of the
original project cost available. If remaining funding could be found by Strategic
Investments, the RFP could be quickly put out on the street. This is a very
legitimate need that merits reconsideration.
Staffing, on the other hand, is not adequate to address some of the
needs outlined above, especially vegetation control, ROW clean up and sitespecific
drainage and turnout surfacing work. There are other needs which should be
addressed by MW and funded such as training, i.e., bridge inspectors, expediting
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the production of uptodate electronic track charts (the manual track charts
provided to me were about 10 years out of date), as well as select technical training
programs for younger staff members.
i. Production Tie Gangs.
I spent some time with the larger of the
two mechanized tie gangs. The gang was replacing crossties on the Oyster Bay
branch. The gang consisted of 53 persons, the usual complement of ontrack
equipment and was configured in the traditional manner. The gang was replacing
800 ties per mile, which indicates how far out of cycle this branch was (the target
should be 500600 per mile in a steady state cycle program), at an average rate of
about 84 per hour. That equates with Metro North and other commuter railroads
where track time is limited to 3 ½ 4 hours per day.
The gang was well supervised and followed established and very good
safety protocols. Employees wore proper protective clothing and had good
protection from passing trains. Productivity of this gang could be substantially
improved if the Transportation Department could find a way to allow an additional
hour of track time.
The smaller of the two gangs, 3034 employees, retied the mainline
from Ronkonkoma to Greenport. Because of a light schedule of only 6 trains per
day, this gang received good track time, at least 8 hours per day, and their
production echoed this. This small unit achieved 800900 ties per day for the most
part. This line had been in deferral for so long that it required up to 1000 ties a
mile (1/3 of total ties per mile) to reach an adequate tie condition. This was a high
quality job and the ensuing clean up of the line was first rate. I doubt that this
eastern end of the LIRR mainline has ever been in such good condition, nor looked
so good.
2. Buildings and Bridges (B & B)
a. Bridges and Viaducts.
The B & B Department of LIRR is
responsible for a huge inventory of assets. These include 230 “overhead” bridges,
456 “under grade” bridges, 86 pedestrian over or under passes, 96 signal bridges,
29 viaducts and 124 stations. As with all other older railway systems, there is more
deferred maintenance here than in track or communication and signals.
Fortunately for the entire inventory, most railway bridges and structures were
overbuilt originally and, therefore, have achieved a very long life with minimal
maintenance.
By the railroad’s own calculations, 182 under grade bridges are not in
a state of good repair even though basically functional and safe. The principal parts
of these structures that need attention are the bearings and abutments. The ACE
Maintenance of Way has a multiyear plan to bring these structures into a state of
good repair (per MTA Rating Guidelines) hopefully by 2014. Funding is provided in
the 20052009 plan. The work plan calls for interim repairs that will maintain the
structures in a state of “minor deterioration” (NYSDOTCategory 4) preventing
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them from making the serious deterioration category (Category 3). I have reviewed
this plan, as well as the work programmed under the operating budget, and find it
adequate at this point. It is consistent with the approach taken by most railroads in
maintaining these fixed structures. The important imperative is to ensure an
adequate level of funding to execute the program. This will require $1820 million
per year, which the department is not properly staffed to consume presently. An
additional 30 positions are necessary. This number would bring the staffing up to
the level extant on Metro North.
Of the highway overhead bridges, the biggest problem is posed by the
pre1897 bridges which, under NY State law, are the total responsibility of the
railroad. There are six (6) of these bridges remaining in service, all of which have a
deteriorated road surface, which, on post 1897 bridges, is the responsibility of the
municipality. The pre 1897 bridges require constant attention until completely
replaced, at which time the road decks will become the responsibility of the
municipality.
The LIRR has only one (1) operable moveable bridge which is on the
Long Beach branch. This is a fairly new bridge installed in 1988 and in good
condition.
The railroad maintains 169 culverts to contain water flow under the
rightofway and prevent flooding. These are mostly pipe culverts although some
are concrete. They are inspected annually and do not pose a general problem. A
principal culvert is at Amott on the Port Jefferson branch, which is not able to
handle major rainstorms efficiently. A project to solve the problem has been
designed.
The viaducts on the railroad run the gamut from poor condition
(Atlantic Avenue) to good condition (the Montauk branch). A project to begin
major repairs to the track structure on the viaduct between Amityville and
Lindenhurst on the Montauk branch is funded in the present capital program.
I inspected with staff the Atlantic Avenue Viaduct. While it requires,
and is receiving, immediate attention, it does not pose any shortterm threat, and
the experts called in by the railroad agree on that. The Lichenstein evaluation led to
the design fixes now programmed for the easterly end of the Viaduct, commencing
second quarter of 2008 and finishing in 2014. This will provide a total renewal
except for the vertical load bearing columns, which are in good condition.
The LIRR does not have an annual, progressive station
b. Stations.
maintenance program. Whether it is a structural issue or an electrical issue, the B
& B and Power departments only respond on an “as needed” or emergency basis.
Consequently, there is deferred maintenance at many, if not most, LIRR stations.
Platform repairs (a public safety issue), painting and electrical upgrades at some
locations are the principal needs. Whereas capital funds are programmed for
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bridge repairs, including painting, stations appear to be neglected in the operating
budget.
It is my understanding that a combined B & B, Passenger Services
team approach to station maintenance ended 67 years ago in an operating budget
reduction. This particular team also handled rightofway cleanup and brush
cutting. It all died together. I believe it is time to reevaluate these needs and fund
the necessary staff, just as is now happening in vegetation control. These functions
are easy to eliminate in times of fiscal restraint, but can’t be removed year after year
without serious consequences – as can be seen with the vegetation problem that
now consumes the railroad. Budget cuts should be moved around so that no
specific area of the company’s business is continually impacted.
The B & B department has two administration issues:
Recruitment/retention and training. Recruiting and retaining bridge designers in a
competitive market has proven difficult for most railroads today. With a longterm
bridge and viaduct rehabilitation program ahead, the railroad should review its in
house technical capability and probably improve it to meet upcoming demand.
Every maintenance department is asking for increased training. In
Track and B & B the need is for more professional training for track and bridge
inspectors. It is apparent that increased staffing and enhanced training programs
are essential in order for the Track and B & B departments to successfully fulfill
their maintenance obligations over the next several years. The railroad has an
overall, fairly well maintained, infrastructure platform to build on. It can be first
rate with the resources necessary to concentrate on the details of a wellmaintained
railway.
3. Line Assessments
I have traveled over every line of the LIRR, some many times, and set forth
below are my general observations, line by line, in as concise a presentation as
possible.
a. Mainline: Jamaica – Ronkonkoma
The major problem on the
mainline is the serious drainage problems that exist at all stations between New
Hyde Park and Hicksville. Carle Place and Mineola are the most severe.
Permanent solutions at these stations must be found. Heavy vegetation exists along
the entire line with some overgrowth sufficient to bar inspection of maintenance of
the railroad pole line carrying the communications and signal power and control
lines. The turnouts within the interlockings are in need of surfacing and spot
tamping. Some are very rough riding, and that should be eliminated. Turnouts and
grade crossings are the weakest elements on any railway’s track structure, and
require constant maintenance attention. The grade crossing renewal program on
LIRR is excellent. The interlocking maintenance is not.
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Other than the above exceptions, rail, tie and ballast section
conditions are very good on the main line, Jamaica to Ronkonkoma.
b. Montauk Branch: Jamaica – Montauk
With the installation
of concrete ties, this branch to Babylon is in very good condition. Rail, ties and
ballast section are excellent. Some ballast regulation and brooming is needed, i.e.,
between MP12 and 14 on Track #1. Vegetation is a major problem the length of the
branch – even on portions of the Viaduct!
As noted above, the turnouts and crossovers within interlockings need
much more attention to line and surface. “Valley” is a rough riding interlocking and
in need of surfacing badly.
A tree canopy exists east of Lynbrook on track #2, which should be
removed during the treecutting program. The railroad between viaducts,
Lynbrook to Rockville Centre, should be surfaced soon. Track #1 through “Rocky”
is very rough. Due to the vegetation, signal 2.1W approaching Freeport is obscured.
Requires immediate action.
Other than vegetation problems and poorly surfaced interlockings the
line to Babylon is in very good condition.
From Babylon to Patchogue the line is in excellent shape for rail, ties
and ballast. Rail is 2530 years old but has several more years of good life with
proper rail grinding. Heavy incursive vegetation exists overall. There are several
severe mud spots and some low joints between MP 50.5 and MP 52, some of which
are grade crossing related. These are scheduled for maintenance in the grade
crossing rehabilitation and outofface surfacing programs.
Between Patchogue and Speonk the overall condition of the line
deteriorates. More bad drainage and mud spots appear and track surface
conditions become poor. It appears that both tie and surface conditions are below
acceptable standards at several locations. Very fouled ballast at several points due
to poor drainage also exacerbates the track surface condition.
Between MP 6061 very heavy vegetation exists, rough track surface,
rough riding turnouts at MasticShirley and an overarching tree canopy. There are
track surface issues between MP 65 and 67 as well, one caused by 3 old rail joints in
a row that should be replaced with a new section of rail welded in. At Speonk, main
track conditions through the station and yard area are poor.
The remainder of the Montauk branch, Speonk to Montauk, is in good
tie, rail and track surface condition with some exceptions around unimproved grade
crossings. I note the rail is old 119# rail from the 19751980 period. It certainly has
510 years life remaining. The department has kept on top of some rail wear
conditions by replacing rail on the “high” side of several curves which were badly
curve worn.
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Heavy vegetation continues to invade the rightofway, off and on,
right up to the end of track at Montauk.
c. Atlantic Branch
From Flatbush Avenue station to Nostrand
Avenue the railroad rides poorly and track surfacing, and probably tie renewal, is
required. The viaduct track structure will be improved as work on the viaduct
proceeds. The tunnel from East New York to Jamaica is in fair condition regarding
track structure.
From Jamaica to Valley Stream the Atlantic branch is in very good
condition overall. A vegetation problem exists at some locations.
d. Long Beach Branch
Cross ties were last installed in 2003.
Clearly, that program didn’t bring the branch into a SGR tie cycle status, but it is
included in the 2009 track program. That program will bring the branch into a
state of good repair. Rail, ballast section and track surface are all good. The grade
crossings are in excellent shape. There are some drainage issues in the vicinity of
East Rockaway Station. Heavy vegetation and a tree canopy exist west of Lynbrook
station.
The Far Rockaway Branch is in need of a
e. Far Rockaway Branch
tie replacement program. The last mechanized tie replacement program was in
2001 when welded rail was laid. It is scheduled for a tie and surfacing program in
2010. It is another example of the historic LIRR position of being years behind a
normal tie replacement cycle. Pockets of bad ties can develop quickly, so it is
important that the railroad maintains a rigorous track inspection program. A light
volume, 60 trains a day, and low tonnage loads, does help to preserve the life of the
ties. The rail and ballast sections are good, as is the condition of the grade
crossings. Vegetation overgrowth is prevalent on the branch.
All aspects of the track structure are in
f. Hempstead Branch
good condition. Grade crossings are either in good condition or totally renewed
with concrete ties. Vegetation is an issue on this branch too, partially obscuring a
wayside signal at Floral Park. There is very heavy brush in the pole line at some
locations. The yard at Hempstead is in excellent condition. The station facility is
also in fine shape and quite attractive. Some debris and old cross tie cleanup is
needed along track #8.
This lightly used branch is
g. West Hempstead Branch
scheduled for tie replacement this year. It has gone about 12 years without a tie
program. This year’s program calls for the installation of 3000 ties; i.e., 750 ties
per mile. Again, a very heavy program due to missed cycles in previous years. All
other elements of the track structure are adequate. Vegetation control is needed on
the branch including a tree canopy in the area of MP 18.2. Drainage relief through
the area of Westwood station is also needed. Ditching could be done here.
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h. Port Washington Branch
The general condition of this branch
is good with respect to ties, rail and ballast section. There are some concrete tie
sections. The branch is plagued with drainage problems, mud spots and filledin
ditches, however, which require more maintenance than would otherwise be
necessary. I noted severe conditions at MP 2.4, near Roosevelt Avenue, a low spot
on track 2 at Broadway; mud in the track bed at Bayside from recent flooding; mud
in ballast through Little Neck station with mud slides on both sides of the rightof
way; flood debris through Great Neck Station; a drainage trough plugged near MP
14.7 and mud spots on the single track into Port Washington station, especially
through Manhasset and Plandome stations. There is room for proper drainage
ditches along much of this rightofway and these ditches should be opened up and
made functional again.
Vegetation is also a big problem on this branch. In the area of Murray
Hill, MP 8.59.0, vegetation is striking the side of the train. Also brushing the side
of the train on track #1 in Bayside. Vegetation is particularly heavy along track #2
between MP 12 and 13, and along the south side of the single track between MP 15.5
and 16.
The Port Washington branch also needs a concerted rightofway
clean up campaign. Locations of particular attention are: MP 8 near Flushing
station, both sides; flood debris at MP 11 and through Great Neck station; and
within Port Washington yard.
On a positive note, the crossovers at “BAY” and the viaduct at MP 14.7
are in very good condition. A ditching/drainage program as well as a heavy
vegetation control effort would bring this branch into an Aplus condition.
As a result of the 2007 tie program this
i. Oyster Bay Branch
branch is in very good condition for rail, ties and track surface. Some residual track
brooming on track #1 in the vicinity of MP 28 would make it about perfect. There is
heavy vegetation along the length of the branch encroaching on the pole line in
numerous places. Noteworthy locations are between MP 19 and 21, and 25 and 26,
and from Glen Cove station east. The yard at Oyster Bay is in outstanding condition
and very clean. The concrete ties and modern train servicing facilities make this
yard a top rated layover facility.
The entrance to the branch at “Nassau” needs some touchup work
such as ditching around the curve at Willis Avenue and 2nd Street, tie replacement
on track #1 between MP 19 and “Nassau 4” and replacement of a “bent” rail on track
#1 just west of Willets Road.
j. Port Jefferson Branch
The Port Jefferson branch is in very good
condition overall. Drainage is also much better than on other branches. The
bridges all appear to be in good condition with good decks and walkways.
Vegetation overgrowth is prevalent along the entire branch. Several wayside signs
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and the eastbound signal at “Fox 2” are partially obscured by brush. The single
track segment from Huntington to Port Jefferson is in good condition for ties and
track surface. The yard at Port Jefferson is also in good condition.
k. The Lower Montauk Branch
The Lower Montauk branch, given
its light usage, is in acceptable condition. At the completion of this year’s NYSDOT
funded tie replacement program, it will be in good condition. The program calls for
the installation of 9000 ties on the two tracks between “Bliss” and “Dunton”, or 500
ties per mile with attendant surfacing and rail fasteners. This is a substantial
program. Track surface and rail are good given usage. There are some spots with
overgrown vegetation, and a westbound signal at “Pond” is obscured. In the area of
“Bliss” Tower there is evidence of high water at times and drainage problems. A
general cleanup of the branch is needed particularly the lower end near “Bliss.”
l. Central Branch
The Central branch is in good shape overall.
Heavy vegetation is the rule here as well. This strategically placed, 8mile line
connects the mainline at Farmingdale with the Montauk line at Babylon. It is an
invaluable “escape” or alternate route for diesel powered trains whenever there is a
major outage or service disruption west of Babylon or Hicksville (as with the Roslyn
Road project in late August). If this short branch were electrified, its utility in such
cases could be much greater, providing that alternative route to electric trains.
Electrification should definitely be part of the railroad’s longterm strategic plan.
4. Communications and Signals (C & S)
a. Signals.
Of all the major components of infrastructure on the
LIRR, the outmoded signal and control system extant has been the most neglected.
There are about 500 signaled track miles on the LIRR maintained by a staff of 358,
of which 211 are signal maintainers. A staff of 141 maintains the railroad’s
communications systems. In addition to the railroad’s signal system, there are 295
protected highway grade crossings. Altogether, not only a major responsibility in
maintaining existing systems, but in keeping pace with rapid technological change,
which affects C & S as much as any other department of the railway.
It appears that LIRR lost several years in its signal upgrade program
during the 1990’s when there was a flirtation with “Communication Based Train
Control,” an untested technology in heavy rail at that time. A cursory review of the
capital program reveals very little concern with replacing or upgrading the system
until the current program. I noted that C & S had requested $57.8 million in each
capital program to date for State of Good Repair. In the 200509 program they
received only $5.4 million! That amount for SGR of the existing system was
included in the overall level of about $200 million for new systems; the CTC
program and related signal upgrade projects.
The recently completed new colorlight system installed between
Patchogue and Speonk should be the way of the future for modernizing the LIRR
Signal System. A modern, colorlight, solidstate system without wayside signals
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(except at interlockings) and cab signals is an efficient, proven and very safe system.
That installation was designed, wired, constructed and installed with inhouse
forces and took six (6) years. It was a “very bad experience” according to the ACEC
& S. The next segment, Babylon to Patchogue, will utilize outside vendors for
design, CIL manufacture, wiring and setup. The railroad will handle the grade
crossing work, hot connections to the railroad’s operating system and final testing.
I certainly agree with that approach. There is no need to reinvent the wheel,
especially where technological advances come almost daily. Learn from the
experiences of others and avoid the risks of being too far out in front. It will save
time, energy and money.
The PatchogueBabylon signal project is only half funded. It is a $50
million project already cut to about $25 million, and reportedly in jeopardy to be
reduced again. I would strongly urge the railroad to fully fund this project now.
The signal system is the nerve system of the railroad operation and has been
neglected too long. This project could, and should, be accomplished in 3 years with
assured funding.
C & S faces other important issues. Training is a paramount challenge
in such a highly technical functional area. Continual training is required to remain
abreast of changing technology. One of the operating budget impacts of capital
investment in signaling is the training required to maintain the new assets which
are usually at a more sophisticated level. In addition, there is a present need to
build up the R & D and SCADA groups within the C & S department to provide
adequate future support for an expanded hightech asset base.
Recruitment and retention is a problem in C & S. Private sector
competition is fierce and the railroad’s progressive wage structure for new
employees is a deterrent. Also true, of course, many young people are put off with
the 24/7 operating environment of a railway, and the general atmosphere of
railroad work. C & S has unfilled vacancies today, and recruiting for them has been
a problem.
b. Centralized Traffic Control.
The LIRR is planning to migrate to
a CTC operating configuration. This is absolutely necessary to optimize operating
and train movement efficiency on a heavy, high frequency, compact passenger
railroad such as the LIRR. Fieldwork consisting of rewiring and upgrading to a
solidstate electronic system is ongoing at Jay, Hall and Dunton interlockings. This
work will be completed so that the new field installations can be tied into the old
existing manual tower operations until a new Centralized Control Center is built.
The cutover from old to new can be accomplished quickly.
I understand that the longterm funding constraints in the capital
program have pushed the desired CTC Control Center out into future years, not yet
identified. Instead a compromise scheme of five (5) “Super Towers,” consolidating
towers and remotely controlled interlockings in defined geographic areas, has been
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proposed. This is viewed as an interim step leading to the eventual consolidation of
the five Super Towers into a single centralized Operations Control Center.
I find this a flawed scenario on many fronts. Firstly, the upgrade work
in the field locations is blind to the location or technology at the controlling point.
The new field system will respond to the old manual interlocking machine, as well
as to a stateoftheart, solidstate control center. In other words, the existing
configuration of manual towers and remotely controlled interlockings can be kept
in service until the new Central Control Center is in place. To take the interim step
of building five (5) super towers, whose life expectancy will hopefully be short
anyway, seems to me a waste of money that should be part of the core funds for
constructing the final Operations Control Center in the first place.
Secondly, the space for the new OCC is already available. It is a grand
space wholly adequate for an OCC with all its supporting requirements. It would
seem logical to build the new control center for Jay, Hall and Dunton in that space
as the first step in building out the Center for the entire system. Following that (or
on a parallel course) the outlying towers and their remotely controlled interlockings
could be brought into the new OCC one at a time, or as funding permits, until the
entire railroad is under centralized control. This will take years, as it usually does,
but is certainly faster and a more direct route to the final objective of a central
control center, and the elimination of all signal towers in the field. This is a
common approach. At Metro North it was 12 years from the first field cutover of
the new signal system until the entire railroad was resignalled and brought under
full, centralized control. I believe any interim scheme will simply further delay the
program and add substantially to its final cost.
Finally, it is imperative that a backup emergency control center be
built. It can be simple with only the basic requirements for centralized control, but
should be close and in easy reach of the OCC. If the OCC is disabled for any reason
and control of the railroad is lost, an emergency OCC should be manned, up and
running within an hour.
c. Communications.
The communications section of the C & S
department is, in all respects, functioning as a typical railway communications
department. They maintain all communication systems except the onboard
systems that are maintained by the M & E department. They are actively installing
fiber optics cable on the railroad, which is scheduled for completion in the next
capital program. The network supporting the signal upgrades at Jay, Hall and
Dunton interlockings is already in place. There is some commercial revenue
potential with the fiber optic network, but I am told the MTA is not supportive. All
Class I railroads have substantial fiber optic networks and do derive revenue from
them. There are some gaps in the railroad’s own radio communications network
now, but plans are in place to eliminate them by 2009. The Revenue Accounting
Department, Stations, and TVMs are on their own networks supported by AT & T,
but do use some local LIRR assets, such as wide area networks (WAN).
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Radio shops at Babylon and Morris Park maintain all company radios
– portable and fixed. I found the radio network, gaps notwithstanding, very robust.
The maintenance of the public PA system is also done inhouse.
C & S is a wellmanaged department. The signal construction gangs I
visited at “Queens” and “Jay” interlockings were well motivated and convincing in
their approach to accomplishing the massive undertaking of modernizing and
bringing into the 21st century the signal and train control systems of the LIRR.
5. Power (ET)
a. General.
The Power department is in very good shape.
The electric traction system was the first segment of the operating infrastructure to
get a complete upgrade when the State of New York purchased the railroad from the
Pennsylvania RR in 1965. They have maintained the power system in a state of
good repair over the years with only a few exceptions.
The department is organized in the traditional way for an electrified
railroad – substations and distribution (3rd rail in this case). There are 290
budgeted positions, about 100 of which are reimbursable. The department is
running 3050 heads under budget, which is apparently normal. Being a highly
technical area, the department has several welleducated electrical engineers.
There are some retention and recruitment problems due to the necessary
qualifications for positions within the department, but they are not huge and are
worked around. The department could use more training, especially with regards to
the electric traction segment of the work. There is a small level of inhouse training
presently. Attrition in the Power department is about 5% so there is stability in the
workforce.
b. Substations.
There are 108 substations on the railroad all
controlled centrally from the Power Supervisor’s room in the 204 Control Center. A
staff of 12 operates this center 24/7. The principal headquarters for all field
personnel is at Hillside and Bethpage, with some smaller gangs reporting at other
points.
Substations are generally in a state of good repair, although they are
the department’s biggest concern now. Fiftyfour (54) substations are from the
196972 program, coming up on forty years’ service. Their design life was 35 years.
These substations will develop problems soon, and perhaps suddenly. One can’t
predict. A replacement program is required, however, and should begin soon.
Currently there are 13 older substations, 1940’s vintage that are in immediate need
of replacement. Seven (7) will be replaced during the current capital program,
leaving six (6) to be replaced at a later date. The 200509 capital program provided
$145 million for Power, which requested $250 million.
This substation
replacement program was the big loser. Existing staff could have replaced more
substations if the funding had been available.
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c. Third Rail.
The third rail, cables and protection boards are
all in a state of good repair. Prospective capital programs do reflect the Power
Department’s need for maintaining SGR and keeping up with technological
improvements for future upgrades.
d. Other Power Requirements.
The Power department is
also responsible for the railroad’s electrical systems and needs, except for rolling
stock. This includes station lighting. As stated previously in this assessment, there
is not a station maintenance plan on the LIRR. The power department responds to
calls on an “as needed,” emergency basis. A rehabilitation program for station and
tunnel lighting is needed. Station and tunnel lighting is the second area of primary
concern for the department, after the older substations.
The Power department has a very good employee safety record. It is
sufficient in vehicles and material and maintains a very efficient logistical support
facility in Bethpage.
A specific upgrade requirement now is the renewal and upgrading of
the ancient tunnel lighting system in the Atlantic Avenue tunnel. This should be
considered in the next program, or as a capital project funded from the operating
budget.
Amtrak is responsible for third rail maintenance in the East River
tunnels and Penn Station. This is allegedly a continual problem in that Amtrak is
not very responsive and does poor work at times. Most third rail related train
delays are on the Amtrak maintained portion of third rail territory.
I visited a third rail replacement gang at Freeport on the
e. Note.
Montauk line. There were about 30 persons in the gang, all properly clothed in
protective gear and following required safety protocols. This gang was creative and
had established an efficient production process which optimized the limited track
time they were given to install new third rail.
III. Maintenance of Equipment
1. General
The Mechanical department has about 150 nonagreement and 1500
agreement employees. This level of staffing is consistent with other passenger rail
organizations, particularly given the size of the fleet and the mix of EMU, coach,
diesel and dual mode vehicles. The department is restricted from contracting out
work by labor agreements that require the labor organization’s permission on a
casebycase basis. Consequently, most work must, and is, done inhouse. Even
the outsourcing of power assemblies is restricted, although it is common practice on
other railroads.
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The LIRR fleet today consists of:
836 M7
170 M3
134 C3 coaches (incl. 23 cab cars)
23 Diesel locomotives (DE)
22 Dual Mode locomotives (DM)
22 Work train and yard locomotives; and
165 Company material cars.
Of 1006 electric MU’s, 854 are required for revenue service every
weekday. The ME department has fairly conservative outofservice goals for each
vehicle type – M7 – 12%; M3 – 15%; C3 Coaches – 12%; and diesel/dual mode
locomotives – 12%. With the arrival of the M7 fleet particularly, the required
number of cars is produced for service daily on a consistent basis.
Mean Distance Between Failure (MDBF) numbers for the M7 cars is
excellent, but for the diesels, very poor and unacceptable. (See Exhibits 2 and 3)
Exhibit 2 (below) shows the slow but relentless deterioration in the performance of
the M3 fleet. Between 2002 and 2007 (through July) M3 MDBF has dropped 19%
or 9365 miles between failure. On the other hand, M7 performance over the same
period increased 38% or 79,789 miles between failures (through 2006 an even
greater percentage, but has slipped in 2007, year to date).
EXHIBIT 2
MEAN DISTANCE BETWEEN FAILURES
Electric MU’s
YEAR

M3

M7

2002

49,239

N/A

2003

47,308

209,448

2004

46,264

248,703

2005

41,254

260,804

2006

39,157

303,604

2007YTD*

37,874

289,237

* Year to date through July 2007
Note: MNR MDBF for M7 fleet: August 2007 – 580,000
2007 YTD
551,000
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Exhibit 3 (below) tells the sad story of MDBF on the diesel fleet. The
straight diesel locomotives (DE) managed a 104% increase in MDBF between 2003
and 2006, but are slipping in 2007, down 23% or 5461 miles through July. This
statistic does not bode well for the success of the Life Cycle Maintenance program
on these units.

EXHIBIT 3
MEAN DISTANCE BETWEEN FAILURES
Diesel Locomotive Fleet
YEAR

DIESEL (DE)

TARGET

11,512

DUAL MODE
(DM)
12,384

2003
2004

15,718

19,051

30,000

2005

17,924

15,474

30,000

2006

23,459

14,595

30,000

2007YTD *

17,998

12,425

30,000

30,000

* Through July 2007
Note: MNR MDBF on Genesis DM Locomotives: July 2007

35,000
12month average  27,000
Even more problematic, the Dual Mode units (DM) are at 12,425
miles in 2007 through July, almost exactly where they were in 2003 (12,384 miles).
The DM’s achieved their highest annual mark in 2004, 19,051 miles, but have since
declined by 24% through July 2007.
It is obvious that the entire diesel fleet is in serious trouble, and this
after only 10 years of service!
The problem with poor performance on the diesels is being addressed
long term by the “Life Cycle Maintenance” program, but the results aren’t
promising. Short term, an RFP is being proposed to solicit help from a qualified
consultant to identify the problems and recommend a fix.
The ME department’s employee safety record has been very successful
over the past few years, with a 64% decline in total injuries 2001 to 2006, and a
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60% decline in FRA reportable injuries for the same period. That is a significant
achievement in this industry.
2. Facilities and Shops
a. Hillside Maintenance Complex (HMC)
The cornerstone of all
maintenance activities, and the “home” shop for 1006 electric MU cars, HMC is
now undergoing a reconfiguration to better utilize shop floor space and meet the
new requirements of a more technologically advanced car fleet. The general
maintenance plan is based on “life cycle maintenance” (LCM) parameters, based
primarily on the OEM requirements and recommendations. This is not a new idea
in the industry and has been usually successful, although called by different names
on other railroads. This LCM scheme is being used for the older M3 cars, of which
170 remain in service. It can certainly extend their useful life into the next decade.
Over twenty years of operating experience with the M3 provides a wealth of data to
guide the program.
The General ManagerFleet Support is responsible for shop
performance at HMC as well as Morris Park and Richmond Hill. The Hillside
facility is laid out and operated in a conventional manner with the various
programs, inspections, support shops, electronic card room, etc. situated in an
efficient and functional manner. Shop machinery appears to be in very good
condition as well. All material is provided by the storerooms, a procurement
department operation, and much of the material is “kitted” for delivery to the
specific work location on the shop floor. My observations noted a smooth
procedure for providing material to each job site. About 60% of the engineering for
the new shop configuration is complete. The new layout improves on existing, is
well thought out and responsive to the changing requirements of the fleet
maintenance program.
Morris Park is the “home” repair facility for the
b. Morris Park
diesel locomotives. The general staffing level appears adequate. The diesel (DE)
fleet has just completed the first pass through the Life Cycle Maintenance (LCM)
program. The dual mode diesel (DM) is just beginning the program. Of note here
is the fact that the LCM program has both a five (5) year and ten (10) year
component. The DE diesels have just completed the 5year component of the
program. They are now 10 years old; i.e., LIRR is 5 years behind the curve initiating
what appears to be an effective maintenance program. MofE staff claim that early
results from the 5year component of the program are encouraging, although the
MDBF numbers do not support that conclusion. The 10year level of the LCM
program, however, can’t be accomplished within the existing facilities due to a lack
of shop lift capacity.
These locomotives were designed with the diesel engine, main
generator, air compressor and associated connections and apparatus sitting on a
single platform, a “skid,” for easy removal through the removable roof hatches on
the locomotive. Existing shop facilities on the railroad do not have the required lift
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capacity. Design for the new shop contains 150 ton and 35 ton overhead cranes that
will accomplish this important and necessary task. It provides for the removal of
the old “skid” and components and the immediate placement of a new “skid” with
new or rebuilt components, greatly reducing the shop time required to accomplish
the 10 year program; i.e., the time the unit must be held out of service.
The new diesel overhaul/LCM shop is sorely needed. Funding was
removed from the original 200509 capital plan at some point, but has been
restored in the current 2007 amendment to that program. I strongly urge that this
project be supported and kept in the plan so that its construction can be expedited.
A designbuild contract is the best way to accomplish this in the shortest period of
time. In my judgment this is one of the top priorities for the Mechanical
department.
There is good technical and stores department support at Morris Park,
with the evident exception of technical expertise required to sort out the
unacceptable performance of the Dual Modes in recent years. While Siemens’
representatives visit regularly, they can’t seem to pinpoint the problem. The same
is true of the EMD representative who is full time in support of the fleet with 2.5
years left on his contract. In short, the designers and builders of the DM locomotive
are seemingly of little help in solving the systemic problems of these locomotives
whose performance is very subpar! (See Exhibit 3)
A worthy objective is to obtain more inhouse technical support
capability for these units. Given salary levels, the railroad operating environment,
24/7 hours, this will not be easy. A corresponding need is for an upgraded IT
support system. The shop is still using Windows DOS 3.1 software, which I believe
became obsolete about 1995. IT should review current options for implementing an
upgraded system, either inhouse or with an outside provider.
Given some unsatisfactory working conditions, I find the ME
department doing a respectable job with the diesel fleet, except for the mysteries
surrounding the poor performance of the Dual Mode (see Exhibit 3 on MDBF).
Reported miles between failures is unacceptably low. A majority of failures are in
electric mode, brake hangups and diesel engine shutdowns. Most disturbing,
however, is that 3050% of the failures are never identified and go as “no defect
found.” The rate of deterioration appears to be increasing each year.
c. Richmond Hill
Richmond Hill is the primary coach
maintenance facility on the LIRR. As at Morris Park, the staffing is adequate and
the shop receives good technical support. The stores department is on site and
supports the shop, as required, including material kits delivered directly to the shop
floor. As the coach fleet ages, the periodic inspections are becoming more intense
as should be expected.
An ageless provision in the labor agreement with the Carmen’s section
of the UTU, known as Rule 24, and applicable to Richmond Hill shop only, requires
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that open job vacancies must be filled, even at overtime. The employees, therefore,
keep bidding on new assignments creating vacancies behind them that must be
filled by their fellow workers at overtime rates. Agreements such as this were
prevalent in the industry in years past, but this is the first one I’ve encountered in
years. I understand that its abolition has been in every Section VI notice issued by
the railroad prior to contract negotiations for many years. The company should
continue the attempt to eliminate this costly and wasteful contract provision.
d. Outlying Yards
All of the outlying yards, West Side,
Ronkonkoma, Port Jefferson, Oyster Bay, Babylon, Hempstead and Port
Washington, are in good condition and have the requisite facilities to provide
required overnight inspection, servicing and cleaning. The Flatbush Avenue yard,
VD, is in poor condition but will be totally rebuilt and modernized as part of the
Forest City/Ratner overbuild there. These operations come under the direction of
the General ManagerFleet Operations.
West Side Yard is the jewel of these facilities, well planned, laid out
and well operated. It is sufficiently sized and equipped to service the 300 plus cars
that move through the facility daily, including the extraordinary car cleaning
operation (24 cars per day) and the small shop that can handle light to medium
repairs, quickly returning cars to service and avoiding a deadhead trip to the HMC
with even greater out of service time probable.
e. Arch Street
The new Arch Street Facility, a product of the
ESA Project, will be a full service facility including a wheel true machine,
extraordinary cleaning dock, toilet servicing facility and capacity for running
repairs. This facility is scheduled to support 190200 cars. The present lease to
Bombardier Inc. expires in August 2008, so the facility could be placed in service
long before completion of East Side Access. It is a significant new asset and the
issues surrounding LIRR occupancy should be resolved soon. I recommend the
facility be brought on line sooner rather than later. Several ME programs could be
accomplished there.
3. Electric MU Fleet
The performance level of the M7 fleet has exceeded most expectations,
especially under severe winter conditions. The M3 fleet is in its third decade of
service and its retirement is coming due and is currently being planned with the
procurement of the next generation third rail car – the M9. The M9 procurement
over the next decade is not only required to replace the M3 but to provide the
rolling stock required to execute all phases of the East Side Access program. With
the reconfiguration and upgrading of Hillside, and the bringing on line of the new
Arch Street facility, maintenance capacity should be sufficient. To have a new fleet
on the railroad by 2013, however, to meet ESA requirements as well as commence
retiring the M3 fleet that will be 30 years old that year, the M9 procurement process
should be expedited now.
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M7 Wheel Slip Protection Issue – I made a cursory review of LIRR
plans to deal with the problem of the M7 onboard wheel slip protection (WSP)
system during a low rail adhesion (slippery rail) event. The plan calls for equipping
50 EMUs with sanders, making certain software modifications and applying a
hardware modification, is on schedule, with the final hardware mods completed by
November 1. The effectiveness of these changes appears credible on paper, but only
the actual performance through the upcoming “fallen leaf” season will provide the
results. Taken all together, they should provide some relief to the problem.
In any case, given the braking characteristics of the M7 car, the signal
spacing and system on the LIRR, the best way to lower the number of incidents, the
number of flat wheels and out of service cars, is to institute reduced operating speed
level(s) through the areas most affected during the 2 to 4 weeks of highest
vulnerability.
4. Diesel (DE) and Dual Mode (DM) Locomotives
The poor performance of these locomotives is a major concern. The
seemingly inability of the railroad’s own forces, or the builders and part suppliers to
properly diagnose the problem is troubling (although not new or unique). If the
DM (Dual Mode) fleet can’t be made more reliable soon, and its systemic failures
identified and resolved, the LIRR will be forced to deal with the fact that these units
are lemons and proceed with a replacement program.
The results of the completion of the 5year level in the LCM program
for the DE fleet (straight diesel) should be closely monitored over the next year. If
that program successfully elevates the performance level of the DE’s (not yet
evident in the data), the railroad can probably expect to get a full design life from
them. The DM fleet presents a different story, however, and since they have just
begun the first pass through the LCM, results won’t be conclusive for a couple of
years. Meantime, the railroad should attempt to acquire some inhouse technical
expertise for the maintenance of these units and the proper and timely diagnosis of
their failures. This and the expedited construction of the proposed new diesel shop
at Richmond Hill are important parts of the solution – assuming the failures are
finally diagnosed. A new upgraded information system, as mentioned earlier, is
also needed for the locomotive maintenance program.
5. Material – Stores Department
The service provided by the Stores department, under the direction of
the Deputy Chief Stores Officer within the Procurement and Logistics Department,
is efficient and timely. The individual stores department warehouses at the six (6)
mechanical department major locations are well integrated into the operations of
the facilities they service. These satellite operations match the hours worked by
MofE forces in each location. MofE management asserts that the service improves
every year. MofE and Procurement and Logistics are eagerly awaiting the full roll
out of the “Maximo” software program from IT which is expected to significantly
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enhance all aspects of the logistical support operation. Senior management of
MofE and P&L meet monthly to resolve issues on the shop floor as well as
anticipate upcoming requirements.
Parts supply seems to be more of a problem for the diesel and dual
mode locomotives. One major problem has been the refusal of the original
equipment suppliers to sell directly to the railroad, rather than through EMD, the
locomotive manufacturer. This problem appears to be easing somewhat with
respect to parts manufactured by Siemens. With the demise of EMD, the
locomotive’s builder, other vendors are now more agreeable to supplying the
railroad directly. The MofE department does use the “unit exchange” procedure for
10 major components, which provides an efficient process for obtaining these
components quickly.
The historic railroad problem of holding rolling stock out of service
awaiting material does not appear to be an issue on the LIRR.
6. Car Cleaning Operation
In my many trips aboard LIRR trains, I am impressed with the
interior appearance of the cars. MofE is on top of this very important customer
oriented function.
Car cleaning forces are now under the supervision of the General
Foreman for the facilities they service. This has led to a greater integration of car
cleaning into the other layover functions required at each facility; i.e., running
repairs, 24 hour FRA inspections and so on. “Pick up” cleaning at turnaround
locations is evidently productive judging from the trains I have ridden.
While toilets present a historic and ongoing maintenance problem
for all passenger railroads, the LIRR is doing a very good job here as well. I have
yet to come upon a foulsmelling toilet, and that is an accomplishment! The
extraordinary cleaning facility at West Side yard is well organized and supplied.
The toilet servicing in all the yards appears adequate, measured by the results.
7. Mechanical Department – Conclusion
·

·

The principal issue for MofE today is to solve the problem of the
poor, unacceptable performance from the DM (dual mode)
locomotive fleet. A longterm contributor to improved and
effective maintenance of these units is the construction of the new
diesel shop for the LCM program. Additionally, a new upgraded
information system for their maintenance and performance
diagnostics is also needed.
Negotiations with New York City Transit to have electronic circuit
boards and other electronic components repaired at NYCT’s 207th
street shop have occurred but are apparently stalled at this time.
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·

·

·

The NYCT is reportedly ready to accept this work but a final
agreement has not been worked out. I find this an excellent idea
and one which meets an MTA overall objective of sharing services
between agencies. I am told that MNR does have a letter of
understanding to do this already.
In the same vein, at least one of LIRR’s senior managers in the
Mechanical Department participated in a manager “exchange”
program between the two railroads that was initiated in the early
1990’s. He found the program very beneficial and would like to
see it reinstituted. I have advocated this for years and would
encourage the reintroduction of such a program between LIRR
and MNR.
As noted earlier, I believe the MofE department must take steps to
build up technical expertise in house. The long term health of the
M7 fleet, and certainly the DE/DM fleets demand it. Two or three
highly trained and experienced technical experts on these vehicles
will go a long way in enhancing the department’s ability to
maintain high performance levels and optimize their useful design
life.
Finally, it should be noted that the bulk of the burden in operating
a successful, customer oriented, on time commuter or passenger
railroad falls on the Mechanical Department. They are responsible
to ensure that the vehicles operate without failure, and maintain
scheduled performance. They are responsible for the experience
the customer has in the vehicle: its appearance, cleanliness, toilet
facilities, lighting, air conditioning and heating, as well as the
external appearance, including clean windows. These are all MofE
responsibilities. In a way, these unseen employees of the railroad
are closer to the customer than anyone. MofE is primarily
responsible for the railroad reaching its service goals. I do not
believe MofE has been sufficiently supported over the years in
many respects. Information systems, training, and technical
recruitment are areas in need of attention.
At the same time, it is essential that MofE recognize the role they
play in achieving the company’s service goals, and that they open
their doors to assistance from any and all sources. They will not
succeed with a “silo” mentality and goitalone approach.

IV. Transportation
1. General
The population of the Transportation Department at the LIRR is budgeted at
1886 employees, led by 1045 conductors/trainmen and 379 locomotive engineers.
A nonagreement staff of 101 managers directs the operations of the department.
The heart of the operation is the Control Center, “204” in Jamaica, where the key
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aspects of service delivery are monitored and directed: train operation, electric
traction and signal power supervision and control, equipment distribution and
mechanical department interface. While confined to a small, inadequate space, the
center is managed quietly and efficiently. It is a clear reminder, however, of how
desperately the railroad needs a modern centralized operations control center.
A reorganization plan is being proposed for the management of the
department, which includes a new, highlevel position to coordinate
transportation’s responses and planning to the requirements of the mega projects
that will occur over the next several years. The East Side Access project, Farley Post
Office, Overbuilds at West Side Yard and Atlantic Avenue, third tracking the
mainline to Hicksville and projects that will require frequent, if not constant,
revisions to the schedules, track usage plans, equipment layover schemes, and on
and on. It will require full time attention and continued coordination with the
program and project managers at the railroad as well as the MTA Capital
Construction Company. Other aspects of the reorganization are meant to address
the present leadership view of realigning management resources for greater
efficiencies and meeting service requirements across the system. The east end of
the system could use more managerial coverage, for example; one or two
transportation managers.
The department expressed the same frustration over the problems of
recruitment of new employees and retention of employees as other departments.
Low entrylevel salaries for transportation managers, most of who come from the
ranks, are an industrywide problem that affects the LIRR. It should be reviewed as
the railroad looks ahead to major service expansion in the next few years requiring
more front line transportation department supervision.
The department presently has several key positions filled by managers
in “acting” status. This situation should be ended as soon as possible so the new
team can get on with the reorganization plan and start preparing for the known
future challenges.
Overall I found the department’s managers competent and motivated.
There is a level of pride and enthusiasm that I found missing in prior years. It has
infected the train service employees as well and that has a direct impact on the
customers experience and opinion of the railroad.
2. Train Operations
I have traveled on more than 100 trains during the preparation of this
assessment. I find the level of service provided onboard trains by conductors and
trainmen professional and customer friendly. The demeanor of the crews,
announcements made to customers and the collection of tickets were uniformly well
done. During a few service disruptions, one very serious and lengthy (July 18), the
crews on the trains I happened to be riding were very informative to the customers
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about the cause and estimated length of delay, and made these announcements
frequently. I took no exception to crew performance during these episodes.
The railroad should review the uniform policy for trainmen, however.
There seems to be an array of uniform possibilities from which the employee may
select. Consequently, it is rare to see a crew wearing the same uniform on any
particular train. At times it is hard to identify a crewmember from the general
ridership since many do not wear hats. Those who do wear the full uniform,
including hat, appear neat and in control.
Transportation managers are required to ride trains monthly for
inspection of all aspects of crew performance, as well as following up on specific
customer complaints. That can be a successful supervisory procedure when taken
seriously and exceptions acted upon. In general, train crew performance is very
acceptable and customer focused.
3. Terminal Operation
a. Penn Station
The Transportation Department does an excellent
job of operating the key terminals at Penn Station and Flatbush Avenue. Both
terminals are physically and severely constrained, and their successful operation
during peak periods demands splitsecond decisionmaking, creativity,
adaptability and coordination with other players. The Penn Station operation, led
from the station’s own control center, is managed effectively and quietly in a way
that is transparent to the customer. The frequent manipulation of crews and
equipment to maintain the schedule as advertised is very well done routinely at
Penn Station. Contingency plans that are the result of years of experience exist to
cover most situations.
The relationship with the jointly controlled Penn Station Control
Center (PSCC) that directs train traffic within the station and through the tunnels to
Queens is close, efficient and congenial. The LIRR/Amtrak relationship appears to
work well under normal conditions. LIRR managers credit Amtrak with being
responsive to most crisis situations. There are, however, some issues within the
relationship that could be further improved. Better coordination of Amtrak’s track
inspection and maintenance program is obviously needed based on recent
incidents. It is not palpable that the LIRR, the principal user of Penn Station and
the East River Tunnels, receives the attention or support it deserves in all cases.
The relationship should be reviewed at the highest executive level with a candid
exchange on the issues.
b. West Side Yard
While the primary functions at West Side
Yard are Mechanical Department responsibilities, Penn Station could not operate at
the level of efficiency that exists today without West Side Yard. It is a vital piece of
the Penn Station operation. Train and yard movements are directed by a
yardmaster and controlled by an operator. Both coordinate their movements with
PSCC and the Penn Station SMO. All routine movements between Penn Station
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and West Side Yard are programmed – i.e., scheduled, but daily exigencies require
nonprogrammed moves to maintain the scheduled operation at Penn Station. The
entire operation, scheduled and unplanned, is well coordinated and executed. The
LIRR has absolutely maximized the throughput potential of its operating area of
Penn Station as a result of West Side Yard.
c. Flatbush Avenue – Brooklyn
The historic, small 6 track terminal
at Flatbush Avenue is undergoing complete renovation and upgrading at this time
as a part of the Forest CityRatner development in the area. This constrained 6
track terminal handles 146 trains daily, twenty (20) percent of all LIRR trains. The
terminal is supported by “VD” yard that contains 10 tracks. Due to very slow
operating speeds in and out of the station, and between VD and the Terminal, train
operations are time consuming and must be supervised and executed carefully to
meet the operating plan.
Over the next few years the operation will be constrained even further
by the overbuild project and the phased construction of a new “VD” yard. The end
result will be a dramatic improvement in the physical condition and layout of the
complex. In the meantime, the management team must plan to work around these
obstacles and maintain the present level of service. There is excellent coordination
and cooperation between Capital Project Management, Engineering and
Transportation on the project. The phased construction plan over 3 ½ years
appears well coordinated. The Transportation department should not have a big
problem maintaining service throughout the construction period. The end project
is worth the effort – a vast improvement within the terminal for the customers and
the entire complex for the operating department.
The railroad’s outlying service and layover
d.
Outlying Yards
yards appear adequate in supporting today’s train operation.
Ongoing
improvements at Babylon will further enhance the operation there. It is equally
clear, however, that the next expansion in fleet size, related to East Side Access and
the retirement of the M3 fleet, will overwhelm existing facilities. Strategic
Investments is on top of this need and seeking a midisland location for a new
facility. The “Yaphank” proposal is an excellent solution.
4. Training and Personnel
Recruitment, retention and training are recurrent themes that continually
surfaced during this assessment. Even two (2) of the labor organization leaders I
interviewed raised the issue. In the Transportation department the major problem
is with locomotive engineers and tower operators. Both crafts are highly skilled and
require much training. The transition to modern technologies, particularly in
signaling, adds to their training requirements. With engineers, more are needed on
a constant basis as the workforce ages and retirements peak over the next few years.
In the towers and the dispatching office (204) an increasingly young and less
experienced workforce is occurring. Training and “hands on” experience under
seasoned veterans is a vital requisite for block operators and dispatchers. They face
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constantly changing track conditions requiring immediate actions, and
inexperienced or inadequately trained operators can quickly bring the railroad to a
halt. LIRR must recognize that it is dealing today with a young, less experienced
workforce, and take steps to reevaluate the effectiveness of the recruitment and
training programs for these crafts.
5. Service Planning
The principal impacts to service planning are: (1) market driven schedule
and/or equipment changes; (2) track/rightofway outage requirements for capital
improvement projects and engineering work; (3) operating/train movement
conflicts; and (4) new service initiatives. The process at LIRR involves all relevant
parties in concurring on proposed changes including Transportation. They must
ensure that the new services or schedules are realistic and can be reliably executed.
The process seems to work well with no institutional barriers detected. I believe the
process is robust and up to the scheduling challenges that lay ahead with the
completion of the ongoing mega projects and the system configuration changes.
6. On Time Performance
OTP on the LIRR has improved markedly over the past several years. There
have been positive and negative impacts. The primary influencing factors are
discussed below.
a. The M7 EMU Fleet
Between 2003, when the M7 cars began
arriving on the property, and 2006 when the M1 fleet was finally totally retired, the
OTP soared 5 percentage points from 89.7 to 94.76 (See Exhibit 4). It appears
irrefutable that the technologically superior M7 car, and its proven reliability,
especially in the winter months, has been the single largest factor in this
improvement. During the course of the next 5 to 6 years, a comprehensive and
effective M7 maintenance program, coupled with the procurement of the next
generation of EMU’s (M9’s) and the gradual retirement of the aging M3 fleet, OTP
can be expected to improve even further (see Exhibit 4, page 30).
b. Diesel (DEDM) Fleet
Over the period 20032006, 33 to 43% of
all LIRR train delays were charged to the ME department. With the woeful
performance of the diesel fleet it is a prime culprit as the source of a high
percentage of these delays. (See Exhibits 3 and 6) If diesel MDBF attained its goal
of 30,000 miles, one could expect these delays to be cut in half.
c. Signal System Failures
The ancient, unimproved signal system on
the LIRR is responsible for 8001000 train delays per year. Between 2005 and the
present these delays are responsible for 0.3 to 0.45 percent drag on On Time
Performance. (See Exhibit 5, page 31)
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d. Amtrak Caused Delays
Since 2003, and each year, delays caused
wholly by Amtrak related incidents have reduced OTP by nearly 0.5 percent (see
Exhibit 5).
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e. Other Causes
The major sources of train delays by primary
groupings are shown in Exhibit 6 (below).
EXHIBIT 6
PERCENT OF TOTAL LIRR DELAYS
YEAR

AMTRAK

2003

6.9%

9.4

38.0

16.9

OTHER
MISC
20.4

2004

6.5%

11.0

43.0

18.0

11.2

2005

5.6%

8.9

38.5

21.0

16.4

2006

7.9%

9.3

33.5

22.7

15.4

ENGINEERING M OF E PUBLIC

Experience shows that the higher OTP climbs, the more difficult it is
to make further improvements. The improvement strategy must focus on those
delays which are under the control of the railroad. Delays caused by “acts of god,”
heavy weather, customer incidents and Amtrak must be accepted as inevitable, for
the most part, and absorbed with as little impact as possible, as the railroad further
reduces delays under its direct control. Everyone should understand that one bad
weather day, or a serious rightofway incident (i.e., fire) beyond the railroad’s
control can destroy OTP statistics for the month. It is the consistency of service
delivery during the remainder of the month, however, that will be remembered by
the customers.
V. Passenger Services
On the LIRR all ticket selling media, ticket offices, TVMs, Mail and Ride, and
the Web based ticket operation come under the Passenger Services Department. In
addition, Passenger Services is responsible for the cleaning of all station facilities,
as well as company facilities such as crew welfare facilities and towers. Over 70
separate buildings at 41 locations are cleaned for railroad employees. There are
presently 51 full time, manned stations, five (5) seasonal facilities and two (2)
special event stations – Shea and Belmont. Passenger Services also supervises the
contractor engaged to clean Penn Station and the West Side Yard facilities.
1. Ticket Sales Operations
Ten managers supervise 35 agents and 112 ticket clerks across the system.
Four (4) managers supervise 13 agents and 18 clerks in support of the Ticket
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Vending Machine operation. There are 267 TVMs in service now, which sell 66% of
all tickets on the railroad. The number of manned stations has been reduced from
93 to 51 since the advent of TVMs in 1991. Likewise, the impact of TVMs on waiting
time at ticket windows in Penn Station has been enormous. In several observations
during the PM peak periods at Penn, no customers were seen waiting more than 45
minutes. And this was with only 8 windows open. During the AM peaks observed,
there was no delay with 4 windows open.
2. Station and Facilities Cleaning
The stationcleaning program involves routine daily cleaning, heavyduty
cleaning teams, quick response teams and hot water spray wash teams. 149
positions are authorized for station cleaning activities. An inspection of most
stations during this assessment found very few exceptions. Station buildings and
platforms are usually well maintained, clean and meet the standards set by the
railroad. The signal towers and employee facilities also appear to be regularly
serviced but the towers are in poor physical condition. Employee welfare facility
conditions were not a concern raised by the union leadership with whom I spoke.
3. Station Maintenance
Station maintenance, on the other hand, is a different story. As discussed in
the B & B and Power Department sections of this report, there is not an annual,
defined station maintenance program on the LIRR. A previous program fell victim
to budget cuts 67 years ago. Passenger Services agrees with Engineering that many
stations have now slipped into a deferred maintenance status. The rate of
deterioration will only increase until this problem is resolved. Between the
Passenger Services and Engineering departments repairs are made on an
emergency or as needed basis. Any public safety concerns are immediately
addressed however.
The departments also concur on the effectiveness of the previous
program where a heavy station maintenance gang, three rightofway gangs and
one B & B crew were assigned full time to station and rightofway maintenance,
including painting and housekeeping in and around the station building and
platforms, and along the rightofway in the station area. A cyclic painting schedule
was a feature of the program. All work was programmed and scheduled by
Passenger Services. In 2000 the stations were allegedly in a state of good repair but
are slipping now in most aspects including station and platform lighting, plumbing
and rest rooms, and external appearance. A similar program should certainly be
reviewed and considered for 2008. The railroad has recently made an assessment
of station maintenance needs which will serve as a roadmap for this effort.
Passenger Services identified two (2) problems they deal with on a
regular basis. Firstly, the hiring and retention of cleaners is problematic. It is
difficult to remain at the authorized budgeted staffing level of 149. These are, of
course, entry level positions and many new employees leave because of hours, night
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work, and the general railroad environment. A hiring process involving group
interviews and the maintenance of a “pool” of eligible new hires is being tried.
Secondly, a far more efficient way to communicate “real time” information to
station agents and ticket clerks is being instituted. This answers an old problem of
keeping agents informed of service disruptions, policy changes, and reminders of
upcoming key dates and obligations. These new message screens, similar to those
in “204,” are now installed in 10 stations, with 20 more stations scheduled.
In conclusion, I am impressed with the work of this department and
their focus on the areas that need improvement.
VI. Capital Program (SI)
The longterm capital investment planning process at LIRR is robust
and comprehensive. The industrywide problem of, so much to do and inadequate
funding to do it, exists at the LIRR. My own assessment of the railroad’s assets is,
in the main, consistent with the most recent “Twenty Year Needs – 20102029”
report issued in August 2007.
The allocation of funds in the past two Five Year Programs has been
dominated by the M7 acquisition program and the system expansion projects,
driven primarily by the East Side Access Program (i.e., third track). This will
doubtless be true in the upcoming program, 20102014, as well.
It is predictable, therefore, that some important SGR/normal
replacement needs of the railroad will be inadequately represented again in the next
program. Specifically, line structures, the signal system and the station assets will
fall even further behind without intervention. Given the imperatives, which
emanate from ESA, and the railroad’s growth projections, that may be unavoidable.
Even so, rebalancing of the next program to favor these areas should be taken
seriously and evaluated. A steady state of good repair and normal replacement
should be the top priority under any and all circumstances.
I am especially concerned with the socalled Jamaica improvements
at Jay, Hall and Dunton. Whereas the third track project, “Queens” to Hicksville, is
well thought out with a clear path forward, and timeline, I do not find that the case
with the Jamaica reconfiguration and signal upgrade project. Instead, it is unclear
who the “patron” and supervising executive is, if anyone. I believe that this is
perhaps the single, most important project on the railroad. It seems to lack a
single, guiding force at the moment, and is suffering from too much planning, too
little execution, i.e. inertia. A senior executive of the company should take control
of this program with all its related pieces. The Transportation and Signal
departments are responsible to make the operating and signal system decisions
necessary. They are the endusers of the completed program.
A vision of the final outcome, agreed upon by the using departments,
must be followed to the end, without shortcuts or intermediate steps taken due to
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funding limitations. Otherwise, the final result will be a system and operation that
fails to accomplish the goals, satisfies no one, and, in the final analysis, is another
failed opportunity.
VII. Safety Programs
1. Employee Safety
Prior to the commencement of this assessment, I took the required safety
training course given by the Safety Department. It focused on road worker safety,
as defined by the FRA, proper safety protocols when on the operating rightofway
and required personal protective safety clothing. This course is concise, to the
point, and effective. It is required for all employees whose duties require work on
or about the rightofway.
In visits to the maintenance gangs working on the railroad, I observed
full compliance with the company’s safety rules, proper flag protection procedures,
and the use of required safety clothing and gear by all employees in the gangs. The
railroad’s safety program appears robust and monitored. A staff of 20 oversees the
development and implementation of programs and makes periodic inspections of
stations and road gangs for compliance.
The department believes that a larger staff is needed now, particularly
as the railroad enters a multiyear period of intensive construction projects, a
greater use of outside contractors and an expanding requirement for safety
oversight.
The present information system for accident reporting and record
keeping is mainframe based and not userfriendly. A PC based, more userfriendly
system should be considered. Indeed, a system that consolidates accident/injury
reporting with claims tracking and reporting would be very useful.
In general, the accident/injury numbers over the past few years have
been quite good with most trends favorable. (Appendices 1 and 2 document this
data.)
Safety statistics for the LIRR (note Appendix 1) from 2002 through
2006 demonstrate that employee accidents, including MPA, have been consistently
reduced with the exception of 2005. There has been an increase in accidents,
however, in 2007, among the Passenger Services, Engineering, and MPA
employees.
Also included in Appendix 1 is a chart of the FRA reportable employee
accidents for the sevenmonth period of January to July from 2003 through 2007.
The FRA reportable accidents have decreased on the average of 29% for the five
year period described here.
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Finally, it may be appropriate now to consider the engagement of a
third party contractor who focuses on employee behavior in the workplace. This is
an increasingly popular evaluation used to further enhance an otherwise successful
safety program, and to continue favorable trends in workplace accidents and
injuries.
2. Customer Safety
Safety statistics for the LIRR (note Appendix 2) from 2003 through
2007 demonstrates that customer accidents were in a decreasing trend since 2004
through August 2006 when a gaprelated incident resulted in a customer fatality.
Since then there has been a significant increase in customer accidents reported.
It seems that the impact of the gaprelated issues has had an effect on
the number of accidents reported since 2006. The heightened awareness by the
public in general and by employees responsible for addressing customer accidents
has had an effect on the increase in reported gap accidents when compared to prior
years.
In other categories, there has been a 49% increase in the slip/trip/fall
category and a 55% increase in train door accidents. The chart also notes that many
of the accidents pertaining to train doors, or to the slip/trip/fall category, are
causally related to the gap category.
Other charts in Appendix 2 provide the following information:
·
The average number of train accidents has decreased by 40%
for the sevenmonth period of January through July since 2003.
·
The average number of motor vehicle highway crashes has
decreased by 26% for the sevenmonth period of January through July since 2003.
·
The average number of fire incidents has decreased by 23% for
the sevenmonth period of January through July since 2003. Yet, for the same
period in 2007, when compared to 2006, there has been an increase in fires on the
rightofway of 38%. The number of fires on equipment, however, has decreased by
67.5% for the same period.
·
The average number of participants in the T.R.A.C.K.S.
program has increased by 17% for the sevenmonth period of January through July
since 2003. The program provides instruction to school children between the
grades K12 to increase their awareness of track safety and the dangers of
trespassing, placing debris on or about the rightofway, and tampering with
railroad equipment.
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VIII.

Human Resources

In view of the HR issues that surfaced separately in interviews with
the client departments, a discussion with the corporate leadership of the HR
department was held. The specific issues were: training, recruitment, and
retention of employees.
Several departments stressed the need for more training as indicated
previously in this report. Both entrylevel and technical training were highlighted.
Corporate training is active in most areas now. With a staff of 55, they
are providing training at various technical levels to most operating departments.
The scope of training, as well as the specifics of some programs, is in line with
training programs in the industry. New programs which are advocated by some
departments, B & B, C & S, ME, MW, would require increased staff. Keeping pace
with technological change will also add enhanced training requirements.
Prospectively, then, the company has some value judgments to make
in terms of increasing/enhancing the training activities on the railroad. A major
test will come in the next few years in preparing an enlarged entrylevel and
management workforce to meet the demands on service which will come from the
implementation of service to GCT.
The issues surrounding recruitment are well understood by HR, and
they are clearly making efforts to deal with them. This is a general problem in the
railroad and transit industries, and has reached such a troubling dimension that the
American Public Transit Association (APTA) has established a task force to
consider the problem, and search for “best practices” to share with its members.
Competitive salaries, and compression between first level supervisors and the
represented workforce must be addressed. In addition, the 24/7 railroad operating
environment is not attractive to today’s young job seekers.
LIRR is using Job Fairs and school visits to recruit. Other programs
such as summer temps, interns and apprentice level positions are being used or
considered. The staff of 10 involved in recruitment and hiring is probably too small
to cover all the bases necessary in the all out recruitment program required over the
next few years.
The fast approaching demands of the East Side Access program,
however, will require the company to give full attention to its recruitment needs
and the success of existing efforts.
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IX. Marketing and Public Affairs
During the past many years the LIRR has become a more market oriented
and customer focused organization. The latest customer satisfaction surveys
(2006) reflect the experience I have had during this assessment. Public
announcements at stations and on board trains are at their highest levels ever. The
same is true for air conditioning on trains. Interior maintenance and cleanliness
have shown significant improvement. Continued ridership growth can be partially
attributed to these improvements in service quality and certainly to the
introduction of the bilevel coaches and the M7 EMU.
The marketing strategy is in line with that of other major regional rail
systems, focusing on reverse peak, weekend, intraisland, discretionary leisure
travel and promoting the unique tourist and recreational areas within the service
area.
The railroad faces obvious constraints in promoting itself, including
constrained parking facilities at stations and inadequate track capacity to provide
necessary service in a growing reverse peak market to name the most prominent.
Happily, the track capacity issue will be finally addressed as a corollary to the East
Side Access program.
I believe the department is focused on the right targets. Marketing is
doing a comprehensive job on a relatively skimpy budget. Given the physical
growth of the railroad over the next 5 to 6 years, and the substantially increased
carrying capacity, the resources allocated to marketing, advertising and public
outreach should be reconsidered.
X. Information Technology
The subject of IT and systems support came up in many discussions with
user departments. The operating departments attempt to optimize the use of all
available support systems but are looking for more. The Maintenance of Way
Department, for example, continues to wait for their piece of the “Maximo” asset
management system, which is yet unfunded! I stumbled onto this when, while
inspecting track early on, I noted that the track charts, which document the track
maintenance history, were as many as 10 years out of date. MW explained that they
were waiting for “Maximo” to produce uptodate track history information.
“Maximo” is being installed in MofE now, but apparently not imminent for
Engineering as it is not funded.
The diesel locomotive maintenance staff is working with an obsolete
Microsoft DOS 3.1 system, which is no longer able to meet their needs. Given that
diesel locomotive performance is the nadir of LIRR service delivery, this
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maintenance staff needs all the diagnostic capability and historical performance
information possible.
The corporate IT staff is under a great deal of pressure to deliver.
They are below authorized staffing levels of 173, a level that should be maintained at
minimum in the 2008 budget. There continues to be cooperation and coordination
between the IT departments of MNR and LIRR, with each piggybacking on the
other where appropriate and sensible. This is not always possible because of
incompatibility in the system requirements or basic IT infrastructure.
The department does not indicate a recruitment/retention problem
and believes it is quite competitive. A summer intern program has been quite
successful and should be continued. Lastly, IT too advocates for more training of its
employees.
Given the critical support presently provided to the company, and the
many expressed needs for greater, more upgraded IT support, it is clear that IT
requires greater corporate support and focus to fulfill its corporate obligations. It
appears to be somewhat at sea today.
XI. Conclusions and Recommendations
The railroad is on the threshold of a new era full of challenges and
opportunities. In many instances the company will be dealing with new
technologies and must recruit and train for them. In other cases, the railroad may
be tempted to reach out and take risks with new and unproven technology and
equipment. LIRR has been scorched in the past following this path and it should be
avoided. The LIRR is too intense and vital to its service area to take the risks
associated with being a proving ground.
Issues and challenges confronting the LIRR are quite common in
today’s railroad industry. Common problems lead to common solutions, and
hybrid, custommade solutions in a capital intensive business such as railroading
can be very selfdestructive.
Summarized below are the principal recommendations from this
assessment.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Maintain a wood cross tie renewal program of 5060,000 ties for
two years, and then maintain a program of about 40,000 per year.

2.

Continue the recently started Vegetation Control Program until a
7year cycle condition is attained.
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3.

Develop permanent drainage control projects for mainline
stations, New Hyde Park to Westbury, and the Port Washington
Branch.

4.

Secure funding to rehabilitate the MW Equipment Repair Facility
at Hillside.

5.

Establish an Interlocking Surfacing Gang.

6.

Fund and execute the MW Department’s bridge State Of Good
Repair Program.

7.

Create a Station Maintenance Program.

8.

Consider electrification of the Central Branch within the 20 year
needs program.

9.

Reevaluate and expedite the Jamaica Project, including field
signal upgrades, centralization of Jay, Hall and Dunton
Interlockings, and the construction of a Central Operations
Control Center. Appoint a senior executive to guide and move this
project along.

10. Ensure replacement of 6 remaining 1940’s vintage substations.
11. Maintain funding for new diesel locomotive repair facility at
Richmond Hill.
12. Move into Arch Street Maintenance Facility when it becomes
available.
13. Establish an inhouse technical support and diagnostic unit in the
ME Department to support the diesel locomotive fleet.
14. Review and upgrade, where necessary, the inhouse training
curriculum.
15. Evaluate recruitment needs for the next 5 years and provide
adequate staff to meet objectives.
16. Establish blue ribbon panel to review and document the level and
adequacy of IT support to user departments, and make
recommendations, as appropriate, to fill unmet needs.
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APPENDICES
1. History of Employee Injuries
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2. History of Customer Injuries
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